Impact of aerobic training on plasma leptin and pulmonary functions in obese adolescents
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Abstract

Aim: The present study aimed to detect and relate alteration in reaction of plasma leptin and pulmonary functions (forced vital capacity "FVC" and forced expiratory volume in the first second "FEV1") in obese adolescent schoolboys and schoolgirls to aerobic training. Material and Method: Sixty obese secondary school students with body mass index (BMI) of 30 kg/m2 or greater, with age range of 15 to 18 years participated in this study. Participants were allocated into two equal groups based on their gender: 30 schoolgirls (Group A) and 30 schoolboys (Group B). All subjects in both groups practiced moderate-intensity aerobic training program using a stationary cycle ergometer for a period of 4 months 5 days a week. Plasma leptin levels and pulmonary functions (FVC and FEV1) were measured in all students' before and after the program started. Participants were chosen from thirteen Secondary Schools, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. They received training program at Pediatric Out-Patient Clinic, King Abdul-Aziz Hospitals. The study was conducted between June 2015 and May 2016. Results: After 4 months of aerobic exercise program, there was a significant decrease (p < 0.05) in leptin and significant improvement in pulmonary functions in both groups. Moreover, there was a significant difference (p<0.05) in both groups in leptin levels with favor to girls group. In contrast, there was a significant difference (p<0.05) in both groups in pulmonary functions with favor to boys group. Discussion: Following aerobic exercise program, pulmonary functions were improved in obese adolescent schoolboys more than in obese adolescent schoolgirls. In contrast, serum leptin hormone values were improved in obese adolescent schoolgirls more than in schoolboys.
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Introduction

Obesity incidence and its correlation with known comorbidities is extremely increased universally, in children, adolescents and in adults. Difference in its prevalence in different populations is moreover linked to certain environmental influences, exclusively diet and sedentary lifestyle. Recently, obesity and overweight have turned into one of the utmost passing-related problems worldwide due to increased processed food ingesting and reduced physical activity linked to urbanization [1]. Youthful obesity is truly a stressful general health problem. According to the International Obesity Task Force 2000, around 10% of teens between 5-17 years were overweight, amid which 2-3% was obese. It is estimated at 30-45 million obese children and 155 million overweight universally [2]. The increasing adolescent obesity is of major significance, as it is a general health epidemic which manifested in fetal deaths, a lot of morbidity and higher medical care expenses [3]. It is of superior significance as it accompanies risky health problems, as coronary artery disease, high plasma lipids, chronic pulmonary problems, sleep apnea and type 2 diabetes [4]. Overweight in children, adolescents and adults is basically due to extra calories intake matched to caloric expenditure. Features related to genetics, environment, socio-cultural state and family are recognized as main stimuli on food consumption and caloric expenditure that consequently lead to overweight [5].

The serum leptin level is high in plasma of obese persons more than of thin. Naturally, leptin acts via reducing the appetite and rising caloric expends [6]. Blood leptin level has direct relation with the amount of the body fat and other determinants of obesity as BMI. Greater leptin levels are found in girls than in boys [7]. While it is estimated that higher leptin levels could lessen energy consumption in obese children, in fact, energy consumption in obese children is greater than that in slim children, this is termed leptin resistance [8].

Likewise, it is known that respiratory problems are more common in obese children, and the declined static lung volumes were considerably interrelated with obesity grade [9]. Teenagers as adult obesity affects pulmonary functions during rest and throughout exertion. Obesity rises airway hyper-responsiveness (AHR), declines peak expiratory flow (PEF), forced vital capacity (FVC), and forced expiratory volume (FEV1) [10]. Obesity causes many harmful effects on pulmonary functions. Respiratory and skeletal muscles strength, endurance, gaseous exchange, and respiratory control are all declined and interrupted in obese children. Obesity similarly restricts lung function testing and exercise capacities [11]. Pulmonary mechanics changes triggered by obesity might be caused by possible lung restrictions [12].

Body activity is essential in controlling childhood obesity and must be adapted separately according to obesity level, age, and existence of complications. Body activity raises energy expenses and fat reduction, guards against lean body mass loss, develops cardiopulmonary endurance, lessens obesity-associated cardio-metabolic health threats, and induces well-being sense [14]. Plasma leptin can be assumed to be fat tissue besides motion reliant. Plasma leptin is adversely linked with respiratory markers (FEV1) and bodily movement in obese adolescents [14]. Plasma leptin level decline with exercising and rise with a lack of aerobic exercise in obese adolescents, with a superior decline in children with higher pre-exercise levels [15]. Adolescent obesity reduces FVC and FEV1. Proper aerobic training raises FVC and FEV1 in obese students and improves respiratory muscle function [16].

No investigator clarified the correlation of adiposity in both sexes to plasma leptin levels and responses to exercises [5]. Some studies clarified the impact of training on obesity correlated alterations in obese children, but then until now, no research clarified or compared gender responses of leptin and pulmonary reactions to training in obese children definitely. Therefore, the aim of this investigation was to define and narrate sex-correlated reaction of plasma leptin and lung functions with aerobic exercise in both obese sexes.

Material and Method

The study was designed as a prospective, pre- and post-tests. Ethical approval was obtained from the institutional review board at King Abdul Aziz University Hospitals. The study was following the Guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki on the conduct of human research. The study was conducted between June 2016 and May 2017.

Convenient samples of sixty obese secondary school students were recruited from thirteen Secondary Schools, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. They were enrolled and assessed for their eligibility to participate in the study. The participants with (BMI ≥ 30 kg/m²), normotensive, non-diabetic, non-asthmatic secondary school, students aged between 15-18 years were chosen to be included in the study. The participants who had major medical conditions or medication that might alter the study results, or lead to harmless contribution were excluded from the study. Informed consent was obtained from each participant or their parents after explaining the nature, purpose, and benefits of the study, informing them of their right to refuse or withdraw at any time, and about the confidentiality of any obtained information. Participants were allocated along with sex into two equal groups: 30 obese adolescent schoolboys (Group A) and 30 obese adolescent girls (Group B). No subjects dropped out of the study after allocation.

Participants allocated into group A consisted of 30 adolescent schoolboys. Group B consisted of 30 obese adolescent girls. Both groups completed aerobic training with a stationary bicycle five days a week with no extra diet supply, extra calories or diets during the experiment. Participants were tutored to keep the same level of exertion through the non-exercise times. Every adolescent in group A and B experienced 16 weeks five times a week of directed aerobic training of moderate intensity using a fixed cycle (Universal aero cycle, USA). Starting with warming up (5-10 minutes) by cycling at low speed with no resistance. Active stage involved a gradual increasing duration from 20-40 minutes along with participant tolerance and progressively rising exercise intensity from 50-70 % of HRmax attained after the increasing symptom-limited workout testing for every applicant. Cool downstage was about 5-10 minutes free cycling with lower speed with no resistance [17]. Investigation variables were plasma leptin, FEV1, and FVC [18]. Regular aerobic physical activity decreases the risk of coronary heart disease by improving the plasma leptin levels and
thus aerobic activity can be used as an effective non-pharmacological management for obesity [19,20]. Examination was done before and after the four months training program for all adolescents at pediatric out-patient clinic of King Abdul-Aziz Hospitals.

Pulmonary functions (FVC and FEV1) were assessed by three trials in order to obtain the best values. The measurements were done by an Easy-One 2001 spirometer (ndd Medical Technologies, Z’urich, Switzerland). The values were expressed in absolute terms and as a percentage of the theoretical value for those of the same age, weight, and height in the reference population [21].

Plasma leptin hormone levels were measured with Enzyme-Linked Immune Sorbent Assay (ELISA) technique using ELISA EIA-2395 kit, Germany. Before and after the study, blood sample (3 ml.) was withdrawn from each participant in a sterile tube inclosing K2EDTA, afterward was centrifuged in order to separate plasma and kept freezing at - 20°C until analysis was finished [18].

Body mass of each participant was measured wearing very light clothing to the nearest 0.1 kg and height was assessed barefoot to the nearest 0.1 cm using a well calibrated medical weight scale and stadiometer tools, considering BMI as weight (kg) / height squared (m2). Adolescent obesity was considered with BMI equivalent to or greater than the 95th percentile of BMI used for both age and sex [2]. An increasing symptom-restricted aerobic exercise testing on a calibrated electronic cycle ergometer was completed for every applicant based on the standard recommended values to classify maximum heart rate (HR max) for detecting training intensity for every adolescent [22,23].

**Statistical analysis**

All statistical measures were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) program version 22 for windows. Prior to final analysis, data were screened for normality assumption and presence of extreme scores. This exploration was done as a pre-requisite for parametric calculation of the analysis of difference and analysis of related measures. Descriptive analysis using histograms with the normal distribution analysis of difference and analysis of related measures. Descriptive analysis using histograms with the normal distribution was done before and after the study, blood sample (3 ml.) was withdrawn from each participant in a sterile tube inclosing K2EDTA, afterward was centrifuged in order to separate plasma and kept freezing at - 20°C until analysis was finished [18].

Body mass of each participant was measured wearing very light clothing to the nearest 0.1 kg and height was assessed barefoot to the nearest 0.1 cm using a well calibrated medical weight scale and stadiometer tools, considering BMI as weight (kg) / height squared (m2). Adolescent obesity was considered with BMI equivalent to or greater than the 95th percentile of BMI used for both age and sex [2]. An increasing symptom-restricted aerobic exercise testing on a calibrated electronic cycle ergometer was completed for every applicant based on the standard recommended values to classify maximum heart rate (HR max) for detecting training intensity for every adolescent [22,23].

**Results**

Sixty obese adolescents (30 boys and 30 girls) started the 16-week aerobic exercise program and experienced final investigation after a 4-months period. There were no statistically significant differences (P > 0.05) between subjects in both groups concerning age, weight, and height (Table 1).

Table 2 presents descriptive statistic (mean ± SD) for all dependent variables between both groups. Results for leptin within groups showed that “Paired t-test” revealed a significant reduction of leptin (p < 0.05) for both groups. In results between groups, “unpaired t-test” revealed that the mean values of the “post” test between both groups showed there were significant differences (p<0.05) and this significant reduction in favor of group A. Concerning FVC and FEV1 within groups, “Paired t-test” revealed that there was a significant increase in FVC and FEV1 (p < 0.05) for both groups. As for results between groups, “unpaired t-test” revealed that the mean values of the “post” test between both groups showed there were significant differences (p<0.05) and this significant increase in favor of group B. Regarding to BMI results within groups, “Paired t-test” revealed that there was a significant reduction of BMI (p < 0.05) for both groups. As for results between groups, “unpaired t-test” revealed that the mean values the “post” test between both groups showed there were significant differences (p<0.05) and this significant reduction in favor of group B (Table 3).

**Discussion**

The outcomes of the current trial revealed a significant decline in BMI in the two groups, in favor of the girls group. This result was in accordance with another study that investigated the effects of both aerobic and anaerobic exercise in obese persons and mentioned that aerobic exercise resulted in a significant decline in BMI, which was greater than the produced by anaerobic exercise training [24]. A study of the impact of 4 months with low-calorie diet in association with aerobic train-
ing to a low-calorie diet alone in obese children 4–16 years of age, found similar findings. Aerobic exercise showed a significantly greater decline in overweight percentage than in the group treated by diet only [25]. These results were granted with a study for 4-month of 40-minute aerobic training, 5 days a week, led to a substantial decline in participants' body fat levels in obese 7–11-year-old children matched with other obese controls [15]. Likewise, activity only might have a significant advantage for overweight and obese children. It had been stated that steady and continuing aerobic training for three months had an optimistic influence on obese girls BMI [26].

The current study outcomes verified that aerobic exercising decreases leptin levels in obese adolescents and that plasma leptin reacts extra positively in obese adolescent girls more than in boys. The outcomes about leptin hormone response to aerobic training agree with weight reduction studies in children, displaying that serum leptin levels in obese children declined with exercise work out and that superior decrease was noted in children with greater pre-treatment leptin values [27]. Serum leptin value is not only raised in obese schoolgirls in comparison with obese boys, but it seems like it is as well high in healthy schoolgirls matched with healthy schoolboys. In a study of healthy children, sex variances in serum leptin relative to daily bodily motion established this outcome [28]. Serum leptin reaction to aerobic exercises in obese children can be understood based on resultant significant physiological variations and alterations in the levels of specific hormones that can change leptin levels, as insulin, cortisol, estrogen, catecholamines, testosterone, and growth hormones [28]. Aerobic exercise training-resulting reduction in serum leptin might be due to altered glucose-regulations, as improved in insulin sensitivity and lipid metabolism [19]. Moreover, decreased leptin levels in obese children following aerobic exercises may be caused by variations of energy balance system [27]. Serum leptin levels drop 48 hours next to prolonged aerobic training suggesting a late drop in leptin, which might be produced by energy imbalance state [24]. The drop of serum leptin might be accompanied by overproduction of non-esterified fatty acids throughout exercises that is inversely related to serum leptin levels [31].

Lung functions change greatly by obesity as well as reduction of exercise capacity via its opposing influence on pulmonary mechanisms, respiratory system resistance, respiratory muscle role, pulmonary volumes, respiratory control and gaseous interchange [30]. Researches assess overweight influences on lung functions have created mutable findings. This could be owing to different standards for assessing obesity, number of participants, and mutable grades of obesity. In fact, in children, the effect of fat tissue and obesity level where lung function is altered are not accurately investigated [31]. Relative to values of age, sex, height, expiratory reserve volume, FEV1, FEF25–75, maximum voluntary ventilation (MVV), absolute and corrected alveolar diffusion capacity (DLCO) were all declined in obese persons [18]. This can be caused by abnormal alveolar diffusion and structural alterations of lung interstitial tissue via deposition of lipids and/or a decrease of alveolar surface area [32]. Outcomes of the current study showed that aerobic exercise training protocol caused a significant rise in FVC and FEV1 in obese adolescents, supporting schoolboys. Greater proportions of alteration in those variables were observed in boys paralleled with girls. Aerobic exercise in children with cognitive difficulties led to better pulmonary function [30]. Findings of the current study come in agreement with a study on aerobic training; had significant influence on pulmonary function as well as tracheal indexes in overweight schoolboys. The rise in FVC following aerobic training seems to be because of improved lung volumes and elastic recoil [33]. Conversely, altered FVC was via improvement in intercostal muscles. As a result, raised respiratory muscle strength and endurance rises FVC sequentially [34]. The findings of the study may be limited by lack of previous recent studies that used aerobic exercise program for studying leptin and pulmonary functions improvement in obese adolescent cases, small sample size due to delayed administrative issues regarding school students, and restrictions of the Saudi community to take any photos of female patients, as it was not allowed and refused also by participants, that is why we did not add any photos to the procedures.

Conclusion

According to the preceding debate and agreeing to the data linked to the current study, we can summarize that aerobic training improves plasma leptin and lung function in obese adolescents. Whereas aerobic training decreases leptin in obese adolescents, reaction of leptin levels to aerobic training in obese girls was superior to that of boys. Furthermore, while aerobic training enhanced pulmonary functions in obese adolescents, it appears obviously that lung function reactions in obese boys were better than those of girls. It is suggested to practice aerobic programs to decrease leptin level and raise lung function in obese adolescents.
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